Abstract. In this paper, we analyse a discrete-time single-server queue operating under the NT -policy, which aims at clustering the service of customers in order to reduce the number of server activations and deactivations. Starting from an empty queue, the service of arriving customers is postponed until either of two thresholds is reached. Specifically, exhaustive service of customers is initiated only if either N customers have accumulated (space threshold) or if more than T slots have passed since the arrival of the first customer. This way, the queue cycles between three states, i.e. an empty phase, an accumulating phase and a serving phase. A Bernoulli arrival process and deterministic service times are assumed. We derive the steady-state probabilities of the system's state as well as the distributions of the phase sojourn times and the customer delay. For the latter, we condition on the phase during the customer's arrival slot. The influence of the model parameters on the results is discussed by means of a numerical example.
Introduction
In a typical work-conserving queue under low to moderate load conditions, the service unit has to switch often between being idle and being busy. This frequent activation and/or deactivation of the service unit may pose a considerable overhead, e.g. with machines that need to power up, be configured, checked or undergo any other costly initialisation procedure before customers can be served after a period of idleness. In such cases, it is beneficial to cluster the customer services to some extent by using a threshold policy such as the N -policy, first presented in [1] . Under this policy the server is deactivated if the queue is depleted as usual but is only reactivated once N > 1 customers have accumulated again, instead of only one in the work-conserving case. This assures longer uninterrupted busy periods, such that less server switch-overs are required. Since [1], many adaptations of this N -policy have been proposed and studied in literature. Up to recently, most of this research [2, 3, 4] has been done in a continuous-time setting while far less attention has been spent on discrete-time models. Nevertheless, batch arrivals and batch service for discrete-time N -policy queues are studied in [5] . In [6], a bilevel threshold mechanism is studied and in [7] , service is differentiated between the N accumulated customers and later arrivals.
Although the N -policy effectively reduces server switch-overs it also increases the queueing time (delay) of the customers. Consider in particular a first customer arriving when the queue is empty, then its service is delayed until such time as N − 1 other customers have arrived as well. Clearly, if the arrival rate is very low this may result in customer starvation, i.e. the customer delay tends to infinity. The N T -policy counters this drawback by imposing a time limit T on the accumulation time, besides the space threshold N . So, the server reactivates when the queue has length N or if the first customer has been waiting in the queue for a time T , whichever happens first. Continuous-time models of this double threshold policy are found in [8, 9, 10] . In this paper however, we propose an analysis in a discrete-time setting.
The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we present a mathematical model of the N T -policy. This model is then used in Sect. 3 to analyze the system's behaviour. The analysis allows us to determine some interesting and useful measures in Sects. 4-5. Sect. 6 is focused on the delay performance of the N T -policy. We then illustrate the properties of the N T -policy in Sect. 7 with some numerical results and compare to the N -policy in Sect. 8. Finally, Sect. 9 concludes this paper.
Model Description
We consider a discrete-time single-server queue with infinite storage capacity operating under the N T -policy. Time is divided into fixed-length intervals called slots, corresponding to the service time required by a single costumer. The arrivals of customers form a Bernoulli process with rate λ, such that in each slot a customer arrives with probability λ and no customer arrives with probability 1 − λ. The number of arrivals during slot k is referred to as a k . Thus, the system load ρ equals the arrival rate λ and stability is assured, even if λ = 1.
The N T -policy implies that when the server becomes idle, it deactivates and will remain inactive until exactly N customers have accumulated in the queue and/or until there is a customer in the queue for exactly T slots. Note that only situations where 1 < N ≤ T are of interest to us. Indeed, for N = 1 the policy is the same as in a normal work-conserving queueing system. If on the other hand T < N, only the time threshold T would be relevant since it takes at least N slots for N customers to accumulate in the queue. This system would therefore only implement a T -policy. Hence we will restrict the analysis to systems where the inequality 1 < N ≤ T holds. Note that if T tends to infinity, the system converges to an N -policy system; if N tends to infinity as well, the system will never be reactivated once it has become empty.
Due to the N T -policy, the system's operation exhibits a cyclic behaviour, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . When a first customer arrives in an empty system, the system proceeds to an accumulating state until at least one of the thresholds is reached. Thereupon the system will start serving the customers exhaustively until it becomes empty again.Thus, we distinguish three subsequent phases, i.e.
